
SPEECH BY DR WILLIAM WAN, GENERAL SECRETARY, SINGAPORE
KINDNESS MOVEMENT AT THE NATIONAL KINDNESS TRANSPORT GOLD
AWARD 2021 ON WEDNESDAY, 1 DECEMBER 2021, 1000HRS AT NGEE ANN
AUDITORIUM 

Minister S Iswaran, Minister for Transport, Ministry of Transport, 
Mr Richard Magnus, Chairman, Public Transport Council and Caring SG Commuters
Committee, 
Mr Ng Lang, Chief Executive of Land Transport Authority, 
Industry Leaders of the Public Transport Sector, Award Winners, 
Distinguished Guests, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 

1. Good morning, everyone, and thank you for joining us at the National Kindness
Award- Transport Gold 2021. 

2. It is without a doubt, living through the implications of Covid-19 for the past two
years has been a monumental challenge. Life has not been the same ever since.

3. Yet through such adversity, kindness still prevails. 

4. Today, we are celebrating yet another year of exemplary work by transport
industry members. Aside from ensuring our journeys are safe and pleasant, today's
winners have gone above and beyond by exhibiting graciousness and kindness
despite the challenges. 

5. They risk their lives every day to serve commuters by diligently adhering to the
safe distancing measures. They embody what it means to be a front-line hero.

6. It is truly heartwarming to hear that we have achieved yet another record year of
568 award recipients, continuing to grow in compassion year by year.

7. Congratulations to all the 568 transport service professionals and seven caring
commuters for demonstrating acts of kindness on the go.

8. Amongst these 568 winners, 30 outstanding awardees and seven caring
commuters will be receiving their awards today.

9. Our winners' exemplary acts of kindness and graciousness are integral in
overcoming the pandemic and creating a stronger society. Our Minister will be
highlighting them in his speech. (Or As highlighted by our Minister).

Graciousness on the Road

10. Recently, I was invited by the Traffic Police to speak at their virtual show called
‘Use Your RoadSense’.



11. I had a carpool interview segment with the talk host, Chow from TheSmartLocal,
inspired and popularized by James Corden’s carpool karaoke.

12. I had a pleasant journey engaging in light-hearted conversations with Chow
about graciousness on the road.

13. We had concluded that everyone plays a crucial role in ensuring our travels on
the road are safe and pleasant. 

14. The majority think that motorists are the ones who carry the greater responsibility
for ensuring the safety of our roads. However, pedestrians, too, share an equal role
to play.

15. Besides adhering to road safety and regulations, pedestrians can also do their
part by refraining from using their phones when crossing the road.

16. They can also go the extra mile to demonstrate graciousness. All it takes is
simply gesturing a ‘thank you’ when a car stops for you to cross. 

17. These simple gestures can instantly brighten the motorist’s day. I believe that this
will lead the motorist to pass the kindness on to other fellow road users.

18. Contrary to popular belief, I am confident that most Singaporeans are gracious,
kind on the roads and our public transport.

19. The recent incident that occurred outside the Parliament House was a testament
to how kind and gracious our road users and commuters are in Singapore. Without
hesitation, about a dozen strangers immediately came together to help lift an
overturned car to free the passengers trapped within.

20. These people truly exemplified SKM’s narrative, ‘A kinder you, a stronger us’
which emphasises the collective strength that comes from each individual’s
kindness.

21. When we cultivate kindness and come together to help others in need, we
become a stronger community, a stronger society, and a stronger nation.

Closing 

22. No act of kindness can ever be too small. Simple gestures like giving way on the
road or offering your seat in the MRT can brighten up the recipient’s day.

23. Our daily choices can create a greater impact on our society. With a strong
sense of altruism, we can help to reinforce the strength of our transport system.

24. Once again, thank you to all our transport operators, partners and service staff
winners for going the extra mile in ensuring everyone’s pleasant and safe journey.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsUURLFnr9k
https://www.todayonline.com/singapore/5-injured-accident-outside-parliament-house-about-dozen-people-lift-car-help-victims


25. Thank you to our caring commuters for also being the influencers of kindness.
Continue to radiate kindness with every step and inspire others to do the same.

26. Enjoy the rest of the ceremony! Keep well and stay safe!


